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GNOME 3.32 Released [2]

The latest version of GNOME 3 has been released today. Version 3.32 contains six months of
work by the GNOME community and includes many improvements, performance
improvements and new features.
This release features a refreshed visual style ranging from an entirely new set of app icons to
improvements to the user interface style. Many of the base style colors have been saturated,
giving them a more vivid, vibrant appearance. Buttons are more rounded and have a softer
?shadow? border. Switches no longer use the explicit ON and OFF text, instead using color to
indicate state.

The Faster & More Beautiful GNOME 3.32 Has Been Released [3]

GNOME 3.32, which is codenamed "Taipei" given the location of GNOME.Asia Summit
2018, has been officially released on time.
The GNOME folks have officially announced 3.32 as the latest version of the GNOME 3 stack.
From this morning you can see our favorite changes and new features of GNOME 3.32... The
biggest highlights are fractional scaling support, performance improvements, and a lot of bug
fixing.

GNOME 3.32 "Taipei" Desktop Environment Officially Released, Here's What's New [4]

Six months in development, the GNOME 3.32 desktop environment is finally here to upgrade
your GNOME experience to the next level by adding lots of new features, fixing bugs from
previous versions, improving existing components and apps, as well as polishing the look and
feel of the user interface.
With the GNOME 3.32 release, the GNOME desktop becomes flatter, lighter, and more
modern. After upgrading, users will notice that the App Menus are no longer available and
their content was moved to other places, there are changes to the buttons, header bars, and
switches, as well as more consistent colors and new app icons.
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